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2012 EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS   

 HELSINKI 

  

 

 

Timed thanks the freeware Kinovea on a TV video. Caution, some of them are estimed. 

 

Rhys finally wins 
 

Rhys WILLIAMS won the bronze medal in 2006 at Goteborg and the silver one at Barcelona 

in 2010. He is now adorned with European gold. His tenacity may come from his father, 4 

times winner of the 5 nations rugby tournament in the 70's. But mainly, he is one of the only 

(with Clemenceau) who doesn't go too fast in the first 200m: they are the last two at the 5
th

 

hurdle. 
 

This is not the case with IAKOVAKIS, however he ran 49.05 two weeks ago. He started -

too- fast in order to put pressure on his opponents because he's on lane 8 : 21.53 at the 5
th

 

hurdle. He succeeded to run fast only for 360m..  Just keep in your mind that he never 

« balanced » his race on the last 3 European championships: his first 200m was 3.4 seconds 

faster than his last 200m in 2006, 2.8 in 2010 and 4.05 in 2012. 
 

The giant Serbian (1m95) Emir BEKRIC does his first senior international competition, and 

MEN 
 

Favorite 
lead leg 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 arr 5

th
 H 

Difference 
between 
the two 
200m 

Rhys WILLIAMS 1m85 49,33 6,08 3,80 3,92 4,00 4,12 4,16 4,28 4,44 4,48 4,68 5,37 21,92 2,09 

GBR  lane 5  27-02-1984 73kg left   14         15       19 
 

  

Emir BEKRIC  1m95 49,49 6,16 3,76 3,88 3,92 4,00 4,20 4,40 4,40 4,68 4,68 5,41 21,72 2,65 

SRB  lane 6   14-03-1991 75kg left   13         14       17 
 

  

Stanislav MELNYKOV 1m84 49,69 6,00 3,76 3,96 3,92 4,08 4,16 4,40 4,48 4,64 4,80 5,49 21,72 2,85 

UKR  lane 4   26-02-1987 70kg right   14           15     18 
 

  

Adrien CLEMENCEAU  1m86 49,70 6,16 3,92 3,96 4,00 4,04 4,12 4,32 4,40 4,52 4,68 5,58 22,08 1,94 

FRA  lane 7  25-05-1988 76kg right   14       15         19 
 

  

Rasmus MÄGI  ? 50,01 5,98 3,80 3,92 4,00 4,03 4,32 4,48 4,68 4,76 4,84 5,20 21,73 3,15 

EST    lane 1   04-05-1992 ? right   13       14   15     17 
 

  

Georg  FLEISCHHHAUER 1m91 50,11 6,00 3,76 3,84 4,00 3,96 4,24 4,36 4,52 4,68 5,00 5,75 21,56 3,59 

GER  lane 3    21-10-1988 82kg right   13           14   15 18 
 

  

Nathan WOODWARD 1m91 50,20 6,16 3,80 3,92 4,00 4,00 4,08 4,40 4,44 4,80 4,88 5,72 21,88 3,04 

GBR lane 2   19-10-1989 75kg left   13         14   15   19 
 

  

Periklis IAKOVAKIS 1m85 50,57 6,20 3,72 3,84 3,84 3,96 4,12 4,32 4,36 4,80 5,04 6,37 21,56 4,05 

GRE   lane 8  24-03-1979 67kg right   13       14         19 
 

  

average 
1m88   
74kg 49,89 

 
2 left 

        
21,77 2,92 

average Barcelone 
(2010) 

1m84   
73kg 49,18 

 
5 left 

        
21,7 2,1 

average Göteborg (2006) 
1m85   
80kg 49,31 

 
5 left 

        
21,3 2,9 
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this is surely not the last because he is only 21 years old. He runs with a cleaver structure: 13 

steps until the 6
th

 hurdles, +1 at the 7
th

. That way, he clears only the 7
th

 and the 9
th

 hurdle with 

his right leg (his bad one). Unfortunately, his 21.72 at the 5
th

 hurdle (too fast!) don't allow him 

to win the European title. 
 

Stanislav MELNYKOV started in 13 steps in 2010 (only 3 hurdles), he run now in 14. He is 

one of the 2 (with Clemenceau) to clear hurdles number 8 with his right leg, which is a 

disadvantage on the track of Helsinki. 
 

Adrien CLEMENCEAU was close to the podium (he tried to “jump” on the finish line a bit 

too early). But he did a good race: he is the only one to have less than 2 seconds of difference 

between his first 200m and his last 200m. 
 

Rasmus MAGI, Estonian, is the younger of this final: he is 20 years old. Lane 1 turns a lot on 

the track of Helsinki: he spends a lot of energy in order to run under 6 seconds at the first 

hurdle and 3.8 at the second one! But he did an unbelievable end of race: at the landing of the 

10
th

 hurdle, he was last, but with a lot of courage he wins in 3rd place in 40m and finish 

finally 5
th

. 
 

Semi-finalist (48.72) Georg FLEISHHAUER has not the same level this season. His semi 

final performance (49.52, season best) allowed him to hope a lot in this final. Unfortunately 

for him, he overestimates himself on the final: he was leading the race (with IAKOVAKIS) 

at the 200m: both of them finished slowly... 
 

Nathan WOODWARD run ½ second slower than in the semi-final: just because he run 13 to 

14 steps at the 7
th

 hurdle without any preparation: he loose 0,3 seconds on this interval! 

 

Of course, the podium of this European championship is not very high: the 3
rd

 of the 1974 

European championship would have the 2012 European championships... But, there is a good 

density: the final entry is 49.93, which is the 4
th

 best level (after 1994, 1998 and 2002). 
 

 

 
  

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

women   
Favorite 
lead leg 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 finish 5

th
 H 

Difference 
between 
the two 
200m 

Irina DAVYDOVA   53,77 6,52 4,20 4,20 4,24 4,40 4,60 4,72 4,88 5,16 5,12 5,73 23,56 2,85 

RUS lane 5   24 yo   left   15             16         

Denisa ROSOLOVA 1m75 54,24 6,60 4,24 4,28 4,28 4,40 4,44 4,72 5,00 5,12 5,28 5,88 23,80 2,84 

 CZE  lane 3   25 yo 61kg right   15           17           

Anna YAROSHCHUK   54,35 6,40 4,28 4,36 4,36 4,52 4,68 4,80 4,96 5,08 5,16 5,75 23,92 2,71 

UKR lane  4   22 yo   left   14       15               

Zuzana HEJNOVA 1m70 54,49 6,57 4,28 4,20 4,32 4,40 4,56 4,64 4,96 5,16 5,28 6,12 23,77 3,15 

CZE lane 6  25 yo 54kg right   15         16 17           

Yelena CHURAKOVA   54,78 6,60 4,36 4,36 4,48 4,52 4,64 4,78 4,84 5,08 5,16 5,96 24,32 2,14 

RUS lane 8   25 yo   right   15                       

Elodie OUEDRAOGO 1m75 55,95 6,48 4,36 4,40 4,56 4,52 4,64 4,88 5,12 5,44 5,48 6,07 24,32 3,31 

BEL lane 7   31 yo 62kg left   15           17           

Zuzana BERGROVA 1m74 56,26 6,56 4,12 4,40 4,50 5,60 4,88 5,00 5,20 5,32 5,52 6,16 25,18 2,7 

CZE lane 1   27 yo 62kg right   15 16 15 16     17           

Jessie BARR   56,83 6,56 4,16 4,40 4,36 4,56 4,88 5,00 5,24 5,48 5,60 6,59 24,04 4,75 

IRL lane 2   22 yo   left   14         15 16 17         

Average 25 yo 55,08   4 left             24,11 3,05625 

Average Barcelone (2010) 26 yo 54,42 
 

6 left 
 

1m76  63kg 
  

23,7 3,4 

Average Göteborg (2006) 28 yo 54,87 
 

6 left 
 

1m72   62kg 
  

23,2 4,2 

 

Timed thanks the freeware Kinovea on a TV video. Caution, some of them are estimed. 

 

In the absence of ANTYUKH, this is her compatriot Irina DAVYDOVA to be crowned 

champion of Europe. It is now three straight titles for Russia 4H female: ISAKOVA in 2006 

(53.93), ANTYUKH in 2010 (52.92) DAVYDIVA in 2012 (53.77). We note again the work 

of eastern countries (Russia and Ukraine) that produce runners with mastered race tactics . A 

new generation is emerging: only BERGROVA and OUEDRAOGO have more than 25 

years. 
 

Irina DAVYDOVA produces a clean race and cleaver: 15 steps to 8
th

 hurdle and 2 times 16, 

that way she only clears the ninth hurdle with her right leg (her worst). She is able to do that 

thanks to a passage contained at the 5
th

 hurdle (23.5) for a difference between the two 200m 

of 2.85. 
 

Denisa ROSOLOVA is probably the biggest surprise of the final which 3 Czech athletes 

were qualified. Before this season, ROSOLOVA had not run 4H for over 7 years (60.09 at 17 

years old), and the European Championships were only her fifth race of the year on 4H. In 7 

years, ROSOLOVA made other disciplines: long jump (6m68), the 400m (50.84), heptathlon 

(6104 points), but she says she knew that the 400m hurdle was easier to get into the Olympic 

Games final (the future proved she was right). After the semifinals, she said that now she 

knows how to run, but a month before she though about stopping the event! 54.24 in the final 

is her new record. However, she does not appear to have used the same tactic race than usual: 
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15 steps to the 7
th

 hurdles, and then directly 17 steps at the 8
th

 hurdle. This +2 steps makes her 

lose almost 3/10 on this interval! 

 

Anna YAROSHCHUK confirms her ability to complete in 15 (pulling a little anyway). At 

the European Championships U23 in Ostrava last year, it had risen to 23.9 to 54.77. In 

Helsinki, she chooses to keep the same race tactics: starting in 14 steps until the 5
th

 hurdle (in 

the same intermediate time: 23.9) then finish at 15 in her right leg. She progresses and now 

ends  faster: 54.35. 
 

Zuzana HEJNOVA misses her final a bit stupidly:  she goes 23.7 at the 5
th

 hurdles in 15 

steps in the intervals, she maintains the 15 to the 6
th

 H, then adds one steps at the 7
th

 h. While 

the heat, she maintained 16 steps, on final, she adds again one step on the 8
th

 H. These 17 

steps on the 8
th

 hurdle are obviously unprepared. She loses 3/10 and clears every last hurdles 

with the bad leg ... She lost all chances of a podium because of this mistake! 
 

We had already praised Yelena Churakova in the report of the World Championships in 

Daegu last year. She still run cleaver races this year and enter into the very closed circle of 

runner who successfully complete a major championship in 4H with 15 steps throughout the 

race. To our knowledge, only Busch, Ponomereva and Ivanonva have done it in the past. To 

get to this race tactics, Churakova run more slowly at the 5th hurdle than in Daegu (24.3 

against 24.0), and then finished faster: personal best (54.78). 
 

For Belgian Elodie Ouedraogo, it was the first major championship final. Former sprinter 

(11.40 at 100m), she started in the 400m hurdles at age of 25, in 2006. Trained in the 100m 

hurdles (semi-finalist in 2000 world junior in Santiago, Chile), she has only one good leg. She 

starts in 15 ... but does not seem to know when to add her two strides! So here she tramples 

her 8th hurdle, in London she will be 9
th

... 

Zuzana BERGROVA beats her record in the semifinals (55.78). Interviewed just after the 

race, a reporter asked what she thinks of her race on a tactical point of view. She replied: "I do 

not know, I will see with my trainer". This statement can let fear approximations ... which are 

confirmed in the final: 15 to 2, +1 to 3, -1 to 4, +1 to 5, and +1 to 8. 
 

Jessie BARR also beat her PB in the semifinals (55.93). In the final, she makes a very 

pretentious 4.1 to the second interval, which cost her a lot in the last 150 meters: +1 to 7, +1 

to 8 and +1 again at the 9th! The total is almost 1 second worth than the time of her semi-

final. 
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UNBELEAVABLE FELIX SANCHEZ 
 

8 years after Athens, Felix SANCHEZ, finds his Olympic crown! It is true that he has been in 

very good shape this winter on the 400m hurdles, event that Jean-Georges Sarkadi introduced 

him, signing a beautiful 48.78 in Val-de-Reuil February 20. Behind his incredible longevity, 

there is a tactical race that has remained the same all the time: 13 steps until the 5
th

 hurdle, 6 

and 7th hurdle in 14 steps, then 15 to end the race with his good lead leg (the left one). But 

Felix is gone very quickly: less than 9.3 to 80m! Surely to push under pressure his opponents 

who will try to follow this over-speed. Logically, he gets slower just after the landing of the 

second hurdle! Even, he run 21.7 at the 5
th

 hurdle, this is as fast as during his record (47.25 at 

the Paris World Championships in 2003). As you guessed, he ends slower BUT still better 

than the others! 

 

Michael TINSLEY is the surprise of the Olympics: internationally unknown due to the 

density of the USA, these Olympic Games are his first selection. His tactic seems thoughtful: 

13 steps until the 4
th

 hurdle, 14 to the 8th and he ends in 15 with his right leg (his good one). 

TINSLEY was patient, yet he was last but one on the 7th hurdle! He run  ½ seconds faster 

than Culson in the last 100 meters. With a difference less than 2.7 seconds between the two 

200m, he‘s the one who make the best balance of this final. 47.91 is his new personal best, the 

MEN 
 

Favorite 
lead leg 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 finish final 5 H 

Difference 
between 
the two 
200m 

Felix SANCHEZ 1m78  73kg 47,63 5,76 3,52 3,68 3,76 4,00 4,12 4,20 4,28 4,40 4,60 5,31 47,63 20,72 2,79 

Rep DOM  l.7  33 yo   left   13       14   15         
 

  

Michael TINSLEY 1m85 74kg 47,91 5,80 3,60 3,68 3,84 4,00 4,16 4,16 4,32 4,44 4,56 5,35 47,91 20,92 2,67 

USA   l.6   28 yo   left   13     14       15       
 

  

Javier CULSON 1m98 79kg 48,10 5,68 3,52 3,64 3,72 3,92 4,00 4,28 4,44 4,52 4,76 5,62 48,10 20,48 3,74 

P. RICO  l.5  28 yo   left   13           14         
 

  

David GREENE 1m85 78kg 48,24 5,84 3,60 3,76 3,80 3,90 4,20 4,20 4,32 4,48 4,72 5,42 48,24 20,90 3,04 

GBR    l.3  26 yo   left   14         15     16     
 

  

Angelo TAYLOR 1m88  84kg 48,25 5,80 3,52 3,52 3,72 3,84 4,12 4,20 4,44 4,68 4,80 5,61 48,25 20,40 4,05 

USA   l.4   33 yo   left   13       14     15       
 

  

Jehue GORDON 1m88 81kg 48,86 5,76 3,56 3,76 3,88 4,04 4,04 4,12 4,28 4,68 4,96 5,76 48,86 21,00 3,44 

USA  l.8   20 yo   left   13         14 13  15       
 

  

Leford GREEN 1m91 91kg 49,12 6,00 3,60 3,72 3,88 4,20 4,20 4,52         49,12 21,40 2,92 

JAM  l.9   25 yo   left   13     14 15             
 

  

Kerron CLEMENT 1m88  86kg 49,15 5,88 3,60 3,68 3,72 3,92 4,16 4,28 4,52 4,76 4,92 5,71 49,15 20,80 4,15 

USA     l.2     26yo   right   13           15         
 

  

average 
1m87   
81kg 48,30 

           
48,41 20,83 3,35 
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previous (48.02) dating from 2007. He became the 41st person in history to go under 48 

seconds. 
 

Javier CULSON run a good semi-final: 47.93 through 20.8 at the 5
th

 H, stepping a nice 13 to 

the 8
th

 hurdle and finishing in 14 steps, clearing only the 9
th

 hurdle with the bad leg. In the 

final CULSON goes too fast at the first hurdle: 5.68 (including reaction time)! He runs 3.52 

on the second interval! He clock 20.48 at the 5
th

 hurdle, its 3 tenths faster than during his 

semi-final! This mistake cost him (at least) the 2nd place. In addition, Puerto Rican violently 

touch the 7
th

 hurdle, combine to a bigger fatigue (because of the very fast start), he added 1 

step at the 8
th

 hurdle (therefore one interval earlier than in the semi-final). And clears the last 

hurdle on the bad leg. 
 

David GREENE was qualified for the final by time: he finished fourth in his semi-final (3 

semifinals). We thought the world champion in Daegu with a foolproof technique ... Placed in 

lane 3 - lane 1 was not used since the Olympic stadium that has 9 lanes-  he probably follows 

the speed of the opponents in front of him. It goes 20.9 at the 5
th

 hurdle and, because of that; 

he will not be able to ends in 15 steps. He lost 24/100 on the 10th hurdle during his +1 

obviously unprepared. 
 

Angelo Taylor is an enigma. He has an incredible durability: in 1998, he already runs less 

than 48 seconds! But it does not seem to account for his mistakes. During the USA trials, 

more than one month before he stars very fast: 20.5 at the 5
th

 hurdle and go so slowly at the 

end of the race to finish in 48.57. During his semifinal, he left one tenth slower at the 5
th

 H, 

the result is much better: 47.95. Guess what he does in the final? He runs faster at the 5
th

 

hurdle: 20.4. The final time is of course worth: 48.25. Furthermore his tactic seems strange: 

13 steps to the 5
th 

hurdle, then 3 times 14 and finish in 15 steps. This tactic makes him clear 

the last 3 hurdles with the bad leg ... Surprising, especially because his bad leg looks really 

bad. 
 

Jehue GORDON we had made a great sensation in Berlin by a race well structured while he 

was only 17 years old: 48.26 starting in 13 steps and making only +1 at the 9
th

 hurdle with a 

"slow" intermediate time: 21.5 at the 5
th

 H. This year, he starts faster: 21.0! So fatigue comes 

soon:  at the 7
th

 hurdle, he adds 1 step. Surprised, he decides to steps longer ... that will go 

back in 13 steps! On the next hurdle, the 9th, he tramples and steps 15 ... That’s why he clear 

the 4 last hurdles with his bad leg... 

It was the first grand final for Leford GREEN individual (he was a finalist in Osaka and 

4x400m in Daegu). Partly cautiously on the first hurdle (6.00), he speeds just after (3.60). 

Video does not allow us to see entirely the race... 
 

Kerron Clement unfortunately stills the same idea of the 400m hurdles tactic: starting fast 

and run 13 steps as far as possible and step in 15 just after (he is "one-legged"). The problem 

of the situation is that it is not easy to go from 13 to 15. CLEMENT doesn’t prepare this 

transition: instead of stepping smaller just after his last interval in 13, he retains his amplitude 

and makes the decision of stepping 15 just a few meters before the hurdle ... and then tramples 

and loses speed. We can only advise him to watch races videos of the master of this tactic: 

Samuel MATETE. 
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LONDON 2012:  
Speed evolution during the men 400m hurdles final 

Felix SANCHEZ Michael TINSLEY Javier CULSON David GREENE 
Angelo TAYLOR Jehue GORDON Leford GREEN Kerron CLEMENT 
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Timed thanks the freeware Kinovea on a TV video. Caution, some of them are estimed. 

 

ANTYUKH makes history 
 

Natalya ANTYUKH is the first woman medalist in the 400m (bronze in 2004) and 400m 

hurdles (Gold 2012), also note her two silver medals in the 4x400m in 2004 and 2012. Even if 

ANTYUKH did not complete the race that she the planned in March with her coach: an 

intermediate time of 22.9 at the 5
th

 hurdles in order to run 52.50 ; starting in 15 steps  until 7 

or 8H (depending on the wind) and ending on 16 steps on every last intervals. 

Surely influenced by the fast start of DEMUS, ANTYUKH covered the first 2 intervals in 

each 4.0 before slowing to finally clocking the 5
th

 hurdle in 23.00 (as she sets slowly the first 

hurdle). She will pay these 2 first intervals too fast: she couldn’t end in 16 steps; this +1 

unprepared on the last hurdle cost her the Olympic record and the gold. 
 

Lashinda DEMUS used an American specialty: starting fast and release after 100m, hoping 

that her opponents will try to follow and keep this fast speed a longer time; that way they will 

be too tired in the last 100m. Then DEMUS is cruising speed: hurdles n° 4, 5, 6 and 7 are all 

run in 4.4, proof of a rhythm control. Her race tactics is the same than at Daegu: 15 steps until 

the 8
th

 hurdle, then 2 times 16. 
 

WOMEN   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 finish 5
th
 H 

difference 
between 
the two 
200m 

Natalya ANTYUKH 1m78 52,70 6,44 4,04 4,08 4,16 4,28 4,40 4,52 4,64 4,96 5,16 6,02 23,00 3,10 

RUS  lane 5   31 yo 69kg left   15           16   17      

Lashinda DEMUS 1m70 52,77 6,12 3,96 4,20 4,44 4,44 4,40 4,48 4,68 4,96 5,08 6,01 23,16 2,85 

USA   lane 7   29 yo 62kg right   15             16        

Zuzana HEJNOVA 1m70 53,28 6,56 4,24 4,24 4,28 4,40 4,44 4,56 4,68 4,92 5,06 6,00 23,72 2,34 

CZE   lane 4   25 yo 64kg right   15             16        

Kaliese SPENCER 1m73 53,66 6,28 4,00 4,12 4,20 4,35 4,53 4,68 4,84 5,00 5,36 6,30 22,95 4,36 

JAM   lane 9   25 yo 59kg right   14       15       16      

Georganne MOLINE 1m75 53,92 6,52 4,16 4,36 4,44 4,48 4,52 4,60 4,72 5,00 5,16 5,96 23,96 2,40 

USA   lane 8   22 yo 54kg right   15             16        

T'erea BROWN 1m75 55,07 6,40 4,00 4,32 4,32 4,50 4,62 4,88 5,08 5,16 5,32 6,47 23,54 4,59 

USA   lane 2   22 yo 64kg left   15         16 17   18      

Denisa ROSOLOVA 1m75 55,27 6,84 4,20 4,30 4,40 4,48 4,56 4,68 4,96 5,08 5,40 6,37 24,22 3,03 

CZE   lane 3   25 yo 61kg right   15           16   17      

Muizat Ajoke ODUMOSU 1m65 55,31 6,60 4,20 4,24 4,44 4,52 4,80 4,96 5,10 5,14 5,28 6,03 24,00 3,51 

NGR   lane 6   24 yo 54kg right   15   16 15 17              

Average        25 yo 
1m73  

61kg 53,81  23,57 3,27 
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The Czech school is on the rise: 3 qualified in the finals of the European Championships, and 

2 in the final of the Olympic Games! If Zuzana HEJNOVA  failed her final at Helsinki, it 

was not the case in London. She clocked the same intermediate time on the 5
th

 hurdle (23.7) 

but manages to maintain her speed and therefore her 15 steps longer: 15 to the 8
th

 hurdle and 

then 2 times 16. At Daegu, HEJNOVA was carried away by the rhythm of DEMUS the first 

3 intervals, this was not the case in London: 14.6 versus 15.0 in 2012 ... allowing her to 

complete much faster and so have a best time in the final (54.23 in Daegu versus 53.38 in 

London!). 
 

Unlike HEJNOVA, Kaliese Spencer does not seem to have learned the lessons of Daegu 

where she was ahead until the 7
th

 hurdle then finished fourth to more than 1 .5 seconds of the 

world's gold: she goes to the 5
th

 h at the same time (22.9). She start too fast to finish in 15, she 

steps the last interval in 16, bad leg, without preparing. The result is clear: HEJNOVA takes 

her 6/10 in the last 75 meters.... and takes the bronze medal. 
 

Georganne MOLINE is a newcomer on the international scene, and for good reason: her 

record was 57.41 before this season! Plagued by numerous injuries in recent years, her body 

seems to be ok in 2012, which would explain this sudden increase. Despite her lack of 

experience, she produces a cleaver race structure: 15 steps until the 8
th

 hurdle and then 2 times 

16 steps: that way she only clear one hurdle with her bad leg (the 9
th

 hurdle). With only 2.4 

seconds difference between the two 200m MOLINE already seems to have felt the balance of 

400m hurdles. So watch the next few years ... if her body does not betray her. 
 

Second Czech on this final Denisa ROSOLOVA was not in great shape than one month 

earlier in Helsinki. Yet some caution on the first 200m (24.2 at the 5
th

 H), ROSOLOVA may 

pay a program focused on the European Championship. Keep in your mind that she couldn’t 

know her level because she had not done 400m hurdles for 8 years! While she cleaned hurdles 

only with the right leg, from 15 steps to 17 steps on the 8
th

 hurdle in Helsinki. At London, she 

steps the 8
th

 and the 9
th

 hurdle in 16 to finish at 17. 

 This is one of the few athletes to have compete Olympics in three events: long jump (2004 

and 2008), heptathlon (2008) and 400m hurdles (2012). 
 

Muizat Ajoke Odumosu accumulated errors: 2 times 15 steps, 16 once and then extends 

enormously her steps on the 5
th

 hurdle to re-enter 15, but it loses a lot of speed ... and stomps 

her 6
th

 hurdle to steps 17! The final result is affected: it is almost more than one second than 

in the semifinal, where she set her personal best (53.40). 
 

The point on the final 

The average age of the finalists becomes younger: a bit more than 25 years old versus 27 

years at Daegu. Only ANTYUKH and DEMUS are older than 25. 

With an average of 53.81, the final of the London Olympics games is the final third fastest of 

all time, with a good news: the average of the difference between the two 200m is 

significantly reduced: 4.1 in Berlin, 3.7 in Daegu, and3.3 in London (the average since 1988 

is 3.4). It is therefore a progressively more balanced race because it is more though out and  

structured with the women’s race… 
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London 2012:  
speed evolution during women 400m hurdles 
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London 2012 : Women 400m hurdles final   (photo : Sachab, creative commons 2.0 Flickr) 


